
 

 

Report Information Sheet 

Please use the information below to understand the contents of your child’s report 

Attendance 

The report attached gives a percentage attendance for your child. All students should aim for 100% attendance to 
maximise their chance of academic success. The below table provides an indication of lost learning time for 

attendance levels below 100%. 

Description 
Percentage 

Attendance % 

Lost Learning 

Days Hours 

Excellent 100 -  99 0 - 2 0 – 10 

Good 98 -  96 4 - 7 20 - 37 

Requires improvement 95 - 91 9 - 17 47 - 85 

Persistent absentee 90 - 86 19 - 27 95 -  135 

Critical 85 - 80 28 - 38 142 - 190 

Grading 

Please see below for an explanation of what each of the different grades means 

GCSE Science 

Science is a double award 

subject. For their final GCSE 

grade students will therefore be 

awarded two grades for 

Science. Students grades for 

this subject therefore reflect 

this in Year 10 and 11 

 

Within the GCSE/Vocational grade students will also be 

given a fine grade that will allow you to see how 

secure your child is within this grade. The table is an 

example of what the fine grades mean. 

 

Attitude to Learning and Homework 

The attitude to learning and home learning level is an 

indicator of how an individual student is applying 

themselves to their studies. Expectation is that all students 
should be gaining a 1 or 2 for this criteria irrelevant of 

academic ability.  

Improvement Action 

In each subject students receives a short written target on how to improve their skills. This is an aspect of the subject 
that through assessment their teacher has identified they need to improve. Students will be addressing these in 

lesson and in homework tasks. Additional support at home will also ensure students make progress towards their 

targets. 

4+ Could soon achieve Grade 5 with intervention 

4= Secure in Grade 4 

4- Insecure -  intervention required to secure Grade 4 

Code Description 

1 Excellent impact on progress 

2 Good impact on progress 

3 Improvement required to impact progress 

4 Negative impact on progress 


